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COVID-NMA platform

Automated tools for:

1) Mapping

2) Data Extraction 

3) Pairwise meta-analysis

4) Network meta-analysis
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Living Mapping of COVID-19 trials
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Data extraction

• A semi-automated process was continuously taking place every day 

o for each new study 2 extractors had to extract the data independently by filling a pre-specified form

o a tool was checking the entries and was returning as an output the existence or not of a consensus

o once consensus was reached a third person  was validating the extraction

• Post-validation checks

o the generated forest plots at the analysis 

step were also used for checking the data

o regular quality controls

• Due to the emergent situation small 

mistakes were inevitable

o feedback from the users was also used to 

deal with such mistakes
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Pairwise meta-analysis
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Operational challenges

• During the core pandemic period we had to analyse approximately 20 studies per week

o ~ 70 forest plots were uploaded into our platform on a weekly basis

o workload can be very high 

• Tight deadlines

o all analyses should be posted online within the two day working framework

• The chance for either methodological or human made mistakes should be minimised

o stakeholders and end-users will loose their trust on the platform

• Overall, the feasibility of such a project can be threatened if tasks are fulfilled manually

o handling all the information and remaining up-to-date is very challenging

o avoiding mistakes is almost impossible  
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Methodological challenges

• The results posted in the platform are non-amendable

• Special analysis topics like rare events will inevitably arise with such an amount of data

o e.g. across all trials with hospitalized patients the risk for serious adverse events is only 8%

o in such cases the IV model is known to be problematic

o sub-analyses should be conducted in such cases

• Stakeholders and guideline developers want to interact with the data

o investigate the impact of trial characteristics in the results

o produce their preferred evidence summaries

• Accommodating such preferences through the platform is challenging 
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The metaCOVID application

• An R-Shiny application based on R packages metafor and meta 

o allows for a real-time analysis of COVID-19 trials based on the COVID-NMA data

o analysis can be performed in a fast and automated way

o allows for the flexibility to modify primary analysis

• The application follows the COVID-NMA’s protocol

o the pre-defined options are exactly the same with those used for the platform

o special emphasis was given to the risk of bias presentation  

o findings coming from metaCOVID are based on high quality data which were 

validated by experts

Evrenoglou, T, Boutron, I, Seitidis, G, Ghosn, L, Chaimani, A. metaCOVID: A web-application for 

living meta-analyses of COVID-19 trials. Res Syn Meth. 2023; 14( 3): 479- 488. doi:10.1002/jrsm.1627
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More than 200 comparisons are available
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NMA-studio for network meta-analysis

• A fully interactive tool with a broader scope (https://www.nmastudioapp.com/)

• Users can upload their own data and 

perform a  network meta-analysis

• Other capabilities

o consistency checks

o ranking

o assessment of small-study effects

o transitivity checks

Metelli S, Chaimani A. NMAstudio: a fully interactive web-application for producing and visualising

network meta-analyses. SRSM Annual Meeting 2021, Bern, Switzerland.
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Lessons learned

• Future living evidence synthesis projects should rely on automation tools in order 

to update their findings

• For long-lasting living evidence synthesis projects such tools need to be built in a clear way

o enables the takeover process as research teams in academia are often ephemeral

o facilitates the creation of similar tools in other projects 

• User-friendly environments do not guarantee proper interpretation of the findings

o interpretation should always be done by researchers with expertise on meta-analysis 
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o ensures transparency, validity and feasibility


